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S U M M A R Y

A general survey is made of all the factors where true dynamic
dmxlarity  csnnot  be aahieved  in model tests of seaplane hulls and the
likely effects on test results are discussed with reference to towing
tank models aad medi,um size research aircraft.

In resistance tests the correction for Reynolds Number effects
requires more investigation and the artificial production of a turbulent
boundary layer is the most likely means of achieving the requiredI .InpovenB?nl; 111 3 CCLr‘" cy.

Pressure,effects are likely to affect the break away  of flow
at small disoontinuities such as extreme f&rings  with resultant errors
in both stabdity  and resistance test results. Mere accurate and
systematic full scale data than at present available is needed before
methoas .of allowing for this can be satisfactorily developed.
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1. ~WI!R.ODUCTIOI~

The well known practice of testink  nodels  of aircraft  and tips has
long been an accepted technique in research and clevelopxnt  vnx2. It serves
the purpose of providing  Liata on wh.~ch  theoretrcal  analysis czu~ be guided and.
checked snii  of answering immediate practxnl  problems, where theory c&mot
be readily applied.

The suocess  of model tests depends  on the achievement of true djmnsxic
simxlarity  between model and full scale conditions, 0" nhen this is impossible,
on maXng  accurate corrections either durin:,  the tests or to the results
obtainecl. There are generally several parameters llhere  the correct scale
value candot  be achieved and the purpose of this report is to discuss these
factors in connection with the hjrrlroQnami.c  testing  of seaplane hulls ancl
flwts,,both  xith reference to model tJnl: tests s.1~3  to the use of small aiir
craf't  to provide data for the design and development OS larger ones.

A considerable anlount  of work has been done on this  subject in the
past, but a f'urther  review appears to be necessary because the changes  now
taking  place in the design of seaplanes have altered  the relative importailce
of different factors. For example the fairing of steps to reduoe  air drag
has increased the importance of factors  affectin& the separation 0:'  flow at
n3loJA.vel-2  61~411 step ~isccntinuities,

Current ?&itlsh seaplane researchis  llrmted  mainly to model scale
work and. this survey is intended. to form a @de to the ftirther  development
of model testin&  techuiques an& to wdlcate  the Items  most requd.ni, attention
when further full scale or medium scale vvor!~  is planned. (~!ed.ium scale
refers to sizes swh as would be used for a special research sixraft).

2. DYNfGEiX SIMILARITY

Table I gives two sets of scalin:,  factors applicable to
hydxcdynamic  tests of seaplane hulls and floats, which give the conditions of
Q?lsmic  similarity, the i'wst  based on the assumption thz$ @xvity IS an
iqmrtant  factor i.e. that the Frou(ie  number, V2/gb  ( = & ) is maintained
constant and the second ignoring gravity but introducing sn arbitary velocity
scale.(z). The second system is use& for testix in the hi& speed  planing
region, where experimental evidence show the foxes  ~6 i'lovr  conditiws
(excluding  spray formation) to be idependent  of l?roude  number, and the scale
of velocity is dictated by the ~xci.mu:~ testL~~I, speeds obtainable vath ths
apparatus available. (This system is not Lenerally ap;dicable  to stability
tests where complete models with wing sncl  tailplsne  are used as the lift
conditions will not be correct).

The second system is also applicable where two aircraft of different
sizes are Involved, wch as a medium scale reseai-ch aircraft anil  a f'ull scale
proJectA In such cases the aerodynsmic  characteristics c,an very rarely be
made to correspond exactly, and the relation between total lift  aA fol-xird
speed will not generally be that ;-cquwed  for true hy6roG.ylls~~c  corresponLenoe.
In this case, the scale of velocity (2) till be estimated from representative
velocities such as the unstick sped (assumrn~  the same attitude at both
scdes).

In both systems, the factor of density is fixed by the necessity
of using water and air as the two fluids in the test set up (20 toWin:,  tank
\rhere  this does not apply is known to exist), In both qrstems,  the con&L-
tions  already referred to above effectively control the scales of all other
parameters if truly slmilsr  conditions are to be aclneved. Examination of
Table 1~~11 show that some factors are also governed by immediate practical
oonditions and the optimum scales are not achieved, e.g;.  atmospheric presswe,
kinematic viscosity, surface tension, and, in some cases, radius OS gration.

In theremclilaer  of this reprt the first scaling  system is used,
but the second can be ap?lieil lath only snail chsnLes to the formulae.



As is well lmoum, dinuk.ond  snalysis  of the factors governing
the flow of a v~oous fluid show that for similarity of conditions the
Reynolds Number (RN = '$)must  be constant. From Table I it is seen that
V is proportionsl  n3 and L is proportionsl  to nt Hence if Reynolds
Number be constant v must bc ~ro~~ortionsl  to r&2 but where the same fluid

at all scales v is constant and hence Reynolds Nwnber is proportional
in actual tests.

3.1. RFtNOLDSNumber  effect on skin friction l'orces

The usual  approach to this problem in resistance tests on both
seaplanes and ship models is based on the formula

Dt' P (Dt - Df) n3 + Df'

where n xthe ratio of linear dimensions at two scales

Dt x total drag

i
at one scale

Df ;i friction drag

Dt' = total drag
at the second scale

Df' P friction drag I

i.e., the pressure drag(totaldrag  - friction drag) is scaled up simply, but
the actual  value of the friction dra& at each scale must be calculated
independently by the I-elation

% =&m f2c s

3' ,..__ jee= +ps= Cf' S' b)__ ._ _-.
WhW?SV =meanvelocity over+&  w&ted  surface

Cf P the appropriate total skin friction coefficient

S = the wetted area.

This approach has been adopted in ship testing in the last fen
years, and is found to be relatively accurate but has not been widely applied
in seaplane  tests until recently (Reference 1) for the following practical
reasons.

3.1 .I. Wetted Areas

One reason is the difficulty of measuring the wetted area accurately.
At one time this was virtually impossible, but the use of the water flow
indicator (Reference 2) enables the vetted  areas and the relative areas of
laminsr  and turbulent flow to be indicated readily though testing becomes
somewhat laborious.

An undemnter  photographic method is used quite successfully in the
i&AICoA,  tank  at Langley Field, but this does not give sny data on the state
of turbulence. Where the nature of the boundary layer is reliably Ianown,
the photographic method gives all the required da',  and is much less laborious
s& .i,j.me consuming than the R.A.E,  indicator method,

Where  S is measured aatisf'ac orily, itis, of course, converted from
one sosle to another in the ratio of n 3 .

3.1-G Mean Velocitv

A further difficulty is the evaluation of v. It has been the
practice to use the free stream velocity, both in evaluatin:, the
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Reynolds Number (Paragraph 3.1.3.) and in expression (b). It is, however,
hovm that the pressures on the &ni.ng bottom are almost universally above
atmospheric and it is therefore impossible for t&e actual velocity, at ag
point, to be as much as the free stream velocity.

An approximate mean velocity may 'be calculated as follows
(Reference 3.)

Let p I mean pressure on the wetted surface  minus atmospheric pressure

v = mean velocity at the wetted surface

VP free stream  velocity

A 3 load on water

S P wetted area

@ P deadrise  angle

a P forebody  keel angle relative to undisturbed water surface.

From Dernouilli

p +*pv2=4pv2

P = A
s 008 /3cos a

whence the mesn velocity v = V2 - (S oo~Pcos esi 1

1
' (cl

This is easy  to evaluate for a simple vee bot'iom  snd a reasonable estimate
should be possible for the more complex case or'  a warped forebody  and watted
afterbody, provided the geometry of the wetted areas is meamued reasonably
accurately, expression (c) being replaced by

here  p' and a' are looal  values and 8s snelementarywstted  area.

For this  purpose, the wetted area required does not includa  the
spray  region, as the pressure in this is not appreciably different from
atmospheric, and its contribution to drag as doubtful, The importsnce  of
this correction is greatest at high attitudes where the dra& is large and
hence  its measurement most importtilt. Brief  calculations based on the data
of Reference  1 show that v/V may be of the order of 80 to 85$ in some cases
snd, as expression (b) involves v2, errors oi' up to 3570  arise if the oorrec-
tion is, ignored. .To convert to any other scale, the value of Y is scaled up
as to 23 i.e. &p&3 is scaled up as n3 and themforo

Df' J n3 G'

;;;:v &
(d)

It is, however, necessary to evaluate $pvkf to permit the values
of Df snd (Dt - Df) to be found.

The use of a mean velocity is by no means acourate,  as the pressure
distribution on the plan* bottom varies very appreciably from the sta,gmtion
line (kere the velocity will be a minimum), to the trailin edge nhere  the
velocity will be nearly equal to the free stream velocity in many casss. It
is, however, considered impracticable and of little value to attempt to
estimate the velocity distribution more accurately as its effect on the
boundary lsyer conditions are ‘lot  &f'ioiently  understood to enable more
detailed information to be applied.

(a380) . 3



3.1.3. Sr;in  Friction Coefficient

The major factor affectin&  tie accuracy of expressioil (b) is the
accuracy with which the akin friction coefficient, Cf, is >nonn for each
scale. Fill work has been done on therelationshipbetween  Cf and
Reynolds ;Tunber  for both lannsz snd turbulent flow, the former having
been extensively analysed  theoretically,  and the latter, rrhich  does not
lend itself to mathematical treatment very readily, has been the subject 0;
many expemmental  investigations and the enpilGa1  results obtained are
widely used. (Pigure  I)*

Rece,lt  work at N.P.L.  (Reference 4) in which the actual drag of flat
plates snd pontoons has been measured, shows the relation beWen turbulent
skin friction and Reynolds Ihber  to be mole complex tlm is su~,ested  by the
Schoenherr  line which is very widely used in ship tank testin:,  techniques.

The principal difference suggested by the i1.P.L.  WX~, is that
there is an effect due to the lengtl~beem  ratio of the wetted area of the
model, though the origin of this is not explored. This influenoe  has also
been confirmed by the work in Reference 5 where the Cf values were  obtained
by the pitot  traverse <<lethod in the boundary layer near the side of the model
and in the wake behind the model (Reference 6).

l?or the seaplane planing bottom the problem is far too complex
to attempt to apply the corrections for variation of length/beam ratio
ovsing  to the fact  that the available data is based on rectangular wetted
areas which have no resemblence  to the seaplane case. The use of the
Schoenherr  line would appear to be quite justifiable to obtain snarers
within reasonable limits and it is in fact the present day basis of extra-
polation used in ship tests, while improvements in the accuracy of seaplane
resistance meamzements  to that at present achieved in ship tanks would
be a very considerable step forward from the present position, Reference 7,
which is the full scale/model scale correlation over a large,rsn&e  of scales
obtsined on a special ship, the "Iucy Ashton",  is a good example of
oontemporary  ship uork.

On the assumption that the Schoenheri. line for turbulent flow and
the Blasius  line for lsminar  flow are sufficiently accurate for use, the
problem then arises of the position of transition from laminar to turbulent
flow and the selection of the correct Cf value between the laminar add
turbulent values. The size of model used in the R.&E. towing tank
gener4l.y  gives results in the region of Reynolds Numbers between 105 snd
5 x IO6  in M&h region transition  almost always occurs  in such a way that
appreciable areas of both laminar end turbulent flm exist, (assuri.1::  the
mnooth  model surface generally obtained with phenogl&e  is used),
(Roforence  I).

In Reference 1, where the our.ent  British techlique  is outlined, it
has been assumed that a Reynolds Number on which accurateamparisonsnith  the
flat plate data ma be based, is obtained by ~~easurinc,  a mearl wetted length
(weighted for area f parallel to the heel. The free streamvelocity V is used
instead of the mean velocity v (expressions o and o'), aid it has been
assumed that the point of transition in any stream line bears a simple
relation to the Reynolds Number,i.e.a Cf/RN line was drawn (Figure  1) between
the 1snuns.r  and turbulent lines to cover the transition region. It is, hov+
ever, well  known that the point of transition in any boundary layer  system
depends on several factors besides Reynolds Kmlber,  the principal ones being
surface rou&?ess  and local pressure gradient, while others suoh as mean
pressure may have secondary effects.

The surface obtained on most models is very smooth, and it is not
likely that such roughness as does exist, has any aerlous  effect.

The pressure gradient has, however, a considerable effect and in
aerofoil work it is found that, with a smooth  surface and reasonable nose
radius, transition very rarely ocours  in the area of high negative pressure
gradient immediately behind the leading edge, but is very rapid nhere  the
positive pressure gradient ocour~
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In the case of the seaplane planing bottom, most of the water enters
the boun(iary layer at the stagnation line, where the maximum pressure occurs,
and flows entirely in a negative pressure gradlent  while in the boundary lsye,
layer, until it eventually leaves the system at the step or chine. The
magnitude of the pressure Gradient varie s considerably with the attitude sz~3.
speed of the model, and so its effect on the Reynolds Number at -&ich
transition occurs will vary consrderably  from  one test to another,

The use in Reference 1 of a simple line for the C RN relationshipdin the transition region suggests that such a simple line exists but it
should be remembered that practically all the tests leading to this were done
at one attitude only on a siinple vee wedge. More exhaustive tests carried
out in the R.&E. tank on simple wedges, though not publishecl,  show this to
be impracticable, These results have, however, only been plotted with
Reynolds ijumbers snd Cf values calculated from  the mean wetted length and free
stream velocity. A re-analysis of these lzoints  with the corrections referred
to above, may give more consistent results, but this is not considered likely
as the scatter is so large.

A further source of error is that the direction of flow 1.5 not in
fact parallel to the keel. A recent brief test (not previously reported),
with silk tufts on a perspex  model, in Y&LC~ the directaon  of flow was noted
visually by the position of the tufts, showed that the flow was in fact,
inclined at an angle away from the keel, the angle being of' a similar order
to the keel attitude of the model. TM.3  is also shown in Figure 5 of
Reference 8, though it is ,lot  commented on by the authors,

A selection of illustrations of earlier vee wedge results using
turbulence indicator methods (Reference 2) are reproduced in Figure 2. In
these the black areas show the wetted edges, stagnation  lines and regions of
turbulent flow while white areas are regions of lnmanar  flow (or the unwetted
region ahead of the wetted edge). Ex~nation  of these examples shows that
lsminar  flow persists at the lceel over the whole  wetted length in nearly all
cases, where turbulence is not artificially enforced, and in one case,
lsminar  flow appears to have been re-established behind a re&ion of enforceii
turbulent flow. It is conclurled from these observations  that fresh water
(water not previously affected by bounda:y layer conditions), enters the
boundary layer at the keel of the model along its vrhole  length behind the
stagmiionlinc  and proiiuces a 1armns.r  flow area along each side of the keel*
This effect till, of course, be greater  at hitier attitudes and. v&l1  acquire
more importance There  long wetted lengths are involved, unless the boundary

' layer  condLtions are controlled by some means.

Analysis of the conditions controlling  the relative areas of
laminar  anil  turbulent flow vmulC:  require a detailed k,lowledge of the direction
oi' flm?, the effect of pressure gradients and the rate of spread  of turbulence
across the streamlines.

It is considered that the analjrsis of this problem is too complex
to be practicable and the obvious solution is that used m many s:np tanks
in recent years, i.e. to produce izrbulenoe  over the irhole  of the wetted
area so that reference may alnays be maGe  to one Cf/RN  line,

In the correspniiini,  full scale case some areas of lnlninar  flow
mill  exist at the stagnation line snd at the keel, but owing to the relatively
large Reynolds Numbers transition  will be almost immediate, and practacally
the w-hole wetted area will be covered by turbulent flow.

I,? ship dank  pmctice, turbulence-is often produced by means of
a thin wire stretched around the ship near to the bow, but thrs  oahnot be
used on seaplane models Sue to the movement of the forward  wetted edge and
hence the necessity of re-psitioning the wire for eve17  test.

A technique in use by the Stevens Institute of Teclmology
(Hobo!cen,  New Jersey) is to tow thin struts in the Vater ahead  of the model,
so that the eddying and turbulent wake of the strut provides the water  from
which the model boundary layer is i'oi'med  and turbulence is assured, Thi  s
method is, however, open to sane question, as energy 1s being provided  to
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It is noted in Reference 3 that production of very slight turbulence
(by !neans of a thin strut ahead of the model), transformed the spray and
!mke from a typical  ,nodel from the nonsal  aode1 condition to give a very
sirikin~  resemblance to the full scale cesc.

A brief reference is made in the Appendix of Reference 9 to tests
done in the Stevens Institute tank, where  a wetting agent was added to the
water to reduce the surface iension  to about 4 of the normal value. This
again trnnsf'ornned  the spray to give the appearance of full scale conditions.
No further detazls  of these tests can be traced and it is possible that  other
influences were involved and ,he validity of either of these two cases oarnot
be established ttithout  more data ihan is available.

The effects on the spray envelope of this difference between model
and full scale are in general found to be unimportant as the overall form
is practically the same in each case. One possible effect of the state of
turbulence on the spray  fonaation  would occur if the chines were appreciably
round, as it is likely that turbulence would  reduce tne effect  of surface
tension in ceusinS the flow to stick roald  the curve, so tests at model
scalewhereturbulent  flow exists would give a closer resemblance to the full
scale case than othemse,, This is d~~~.~sed  later (Pangnph  5).

In all configurations of conventional seaplanes on which data is
available, the chines in the area  affecting  spray formation are relatively
sharp and no scale effect on sticking has yet been noted. It is, howzver,
iqportant  that the ch-Lnes  of a model should be as sharp as possible even
though the exact scaled down radius of curvature from the full scale case
may be impossible to achieve. The desired effect is often achieved b-r the
addition of thin metal strips projecting very slightly through the chine,
at an angle of between 100“  and 120”  to the model  planing bottom.

4. ATNOSPREXIC  PRSSSURE

It will be noted from Table I that pressures are soaled in the ratio
of (n) for true dynamic similarity, but of necessity,  atmospheric pressure is
nearly constant and, as all known towing tanks are open to the atmosphere,
model tests have to be carried out at atslospheric  pressure. The principal
effect of this till be in the behaviour of water flowing round any curved
surface  to which it is adhering as a result of suctionso The magnitude of
suction required to cause this adherence  may be such that at mcdel scale
the pressure will be reduced below atmospheric by a moderate amount, whereas
to obtaam  the same effect at a larger scale the scaled up suction would
require to be more than  one atmosphere which is clearly impossible. The
result is that where the flow breaks away at the large scale, sticking may
occur in model tests mth quite drastic effects on the resulting flow pattern
do\m-stream  from the point in question, as well as on the force over the
particular areaa

Even if the absolute pressure does not fall to zero, cavitation will
occur if it approaches the vapour pressure of ths water and again the full
suction will not be achieved and break cway will  probably occur. Cavitation
vL.11 occasionally occur in model tests and is belxeved to do so where hyydro-
foils are concerned, but ii is not common on conventional seaplanes, and in
any case the pressure at which it occurs ~~11 be the same at all stiles, and
not at ;he correctlv  scaled value. These effects are most likely to occur
in tests on conventional seaplanes where there is flow past a highly faired
step and where the water tends to flow up the side of the aircraft or round
the counter during yawing tests, (directional stability work),

The sticking at model scale may be prevented by placing "breaker
strips0  (Reference 2) *cross the d3rection of flow in t'?e  ares. concerned,
These are thin wedge  shaped strips ,)laced  so tllat the waler flows up a
gradual slope and Then leaves the strip in a way resembling that over a
very sb.allow  step. The flow is thus held a short distance from the original
surface and air is allowed to enter the gap and destroy suctions which would
have resulted .in sticking. Model tests can, therefore, give two extreme
cases iOe, where the maxmum s-licking occurs and where no sticking OOCUTS~
It is, howaver,  not impossible for stickan,0 to affect tbc flow seriously at



full sele, parlicularly  where the step is hq$iLy  faired  and also  in yawtig
tests (Refel.ence  IO is an example where tlxis is believed to be the case)*

The problem now resolves imelf  into one of establishing the degree
of sticking which is likely to occur at full scale, and attemptmg  to
interpolate  between the tjvo  extrcmc  cases available in the model tank* No
exact method of doin  this has been suaested,  and :he judgement  of the
operator  in placing the breaker strips for tank test is a controlling factor.

It would appear on first examination that model tes'&q should be
done with no breaker strips presentiug the most pessimistic case (sticking
is veq rarely advantageous. and so ensuring that a full scale aIrcraft  would!
be better,  but this would oftan  i-suit  U-I  quite acceptable fairi?@  being
abandoned with  resultant loss from tl?? aer@rnamic  pout of yie%

5. SUB'ACX  TlWX.ON

Any assessment of the effects of surface tension is made difficult
b,y t'le  fact i!l?t  as far as oan be found no serious theoretical or sxpcrirnental
work has been dono on >hc effects of surface tension, in connection with the
motion of a body at or near the free surface of a liquid, Dimensional
analysis of She parameters affecting flow where surface tension is assumed
to bo significant, results in the conclusion that, for exactly equivalent
condisions,  as well  as Reynolds Number and Froude Number requiritq  to be

kept  constant, the surface tension number-pL$ (where y is the surface

tension have,;  iho dimensions of force per unit length) should be constant.
To achieve this the value of the surface tension requires *:o  be reduced  for
the model scale in the propotiion  of n2, but as the same fluid IS used at
both scales,  tlm same surfact:  tension is constant.

An attemp;; has been made to reduce the surface tension in a towing
tank and very brief  reference is made to this in Refcrencx  9. In this
case a rc&ction  of 4~s made, baC for a model scale of l/20  a reduction
of 1 to 4.00  is required. As these tests wre limited to a value of 3 it
is assumed that further reduction was no;;  practicable and it suggests that a
me-lhcd  of reducing surface tension to the correct value would be very
difficult  to find.

Any scale effects which result  from surface tension may also
be influenced by zhe Remolds Numer  effects, ns it 1s difficult to believe
that, surface tension would have as much influence where the flow is
turbulent, as where it is laminar. Unless, therefore, model tests are made
with turbulense  producersf~tted, surfnce  tension mav have some influence
apa& from the posslblo  affect  on spny form (Icferred  to in Paragraph 3.2.).
There Ls no definite evidence of any serious effects occurzng i.1  seaplane
or ship tanks, but it is possible, homier, that, with stepfh1nngs  having
snmll  angles of disco&zuxG.ty, surface  tension ma;r prevent bmnk amy at model
scale, where its tiluonco  rould  b\:  negligible  et full scale. The
siC;nrr"icance  of ahis is not yet Icnown  because the refined fairings now
consxdemd  practicable for seaplanes  have not received  much aitention  in past
modal  tcnk work.

The work most relevant  to this is that carried out full scale on a
Sunderland V ifith a fair&  ventilated step and reported in Reference I?.
It is also planned to test a scale  model of this aircraft in the R.A.E.
towing tank for stability and spray characteristics0 ThlS Will give an
indication of any dlffemnce  between model  and full scale governing t'ie
break away at a refined step though it will not, of course, yield  positive
evidence  as to whether such d.Wfcrences  as nwv occur am due co surface
tension. It is very unlikely  I-hat  surface tension would produce any effects
of consequence at any ncal~ lil;el:r to be used for actual flying aircraft.

6, DISCUSSION OF STUILITT  TESTS

The stdbillty  of a seaplane 1s dependent on whether or
not all forces and moments acting on it in any particular condition form a
stable system. The individual  forces end the manner of their variation are
not evaluated in $:a course of a stability test, though some of them are
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measured  during resistance testing. It is, therefore, neccssarJ that all
mlewmt factors arc correctly 1qnxented  durmg the test as no corrcctlon
to the conclusions is possible.

6.1. Mm

All parts of the mcdel  affecting stability are easily made
accurately gcometricslly  similar at an,y scale (see Reference 2 for construc-
tionalmethods)  and the all up weight is adjusted to the corm& scale value.
Some difficulty is experienced in obtaining the correct radius of gyration
in wooden ,nodels,  but a recent  investigation (Reference 12) has shown such
errors as do occur to be un~nportant.

6.2. The Aerodynamic Forces

The aerodynamic forces and moments ana cz0.efully measured and
adjust&l bcforc  stability testing  is commenced. It is not ncccssazy in
anv particular test for the wzng  and tail to be identical to the full scale
project, provided their lift and pitching moment characteristics a~
correct. This generally results in the USC of leading edge  slats etc.,as
the model scale Rqnolds Numbers am very low compared with full sale. No
difficulty is however generally encounter&  in producing a reasonably good
rcprescnlation of full scale conditions (Reference  2)a

6.,3. Planing Forces

No knowlcdgo of any soalc  affects  directly affecting the planing
foroos on a soaplano  bottom exists except  wher:  the shape of the water
surfscc  is involvod. This occurs in connection with afterbody planing if
scale  effects produce sticking on a step fairing so affecting the flow
down-stmam  (see Paragraph 4). In an oxtmme  case, this au7 result  in a
complotc  fsilurc  to break  away model sczlc which does  not occur at full
scale, Break awny can bo enforced b-z lhc use of a small broakGr strip or
an artificial increase  of the step size, but the question of whether or not
break away till occur at full scale must first be established, and it does
not appear that this can be done satisfactorily by tank tests alone.

Some full scale work has been done on oxtrcme  step fairings,  tho
latest being reported in Reference 41, but the corresponding model has yet
-I;0  ba tcstcd,

Tank tests heve been done on the Princess flying boat (Reference 13)s
with a fnired  step and the full scale aircraft appears to have satisfactory
stability characteristics  in sheltered water operation, This result  leads to
the conclusion that with the step discontinuity used sticking occurs neither
at model  nor full scalea There is, houmver,  no evidence  that the effect
would have  been the same ?t both scales if the discontinuity had been
xeducod  111 scvoriig. As far as is known, no other tank tests associated
vtith tho corresponding  full scale tests have been completed with extreme
fairinL,o and the cubject  appears to require  considenble  investigation.

It is probable chat final development of the step form and fairing
may have to be carried out at much larger scale than towing  tank models.
If a.t  is then  found that the rcq~red discontinuity to produce break away is
appn,cinbly smaller at full scale than model  scale, it still be necessary to
test tank models with breaker strips at the step after the actual step design
has been evolved from praviousfull scale knowledge.

604. Priction Forces

It has been pointed out earlier that friction forces are not in
goneral  correctly represented at model scale, but that subsequent corrections
am possible  where theforcesthemselves  arc the object of the test, This
is, hovmvor,  not possible in stability tests. Tho actual drag  component
of the friction forces becomes unimportant as the stability model is attached
to the carriage of the tank, and its fomrd movement is controlled by the
mass and power of the carriage, those being vary  much greater than the mass
and power involved in tho model. As the line of action of the friction
forces is considerably below the C.G,  of the model (at which point the model
is pivoted), an error in lha pitching moment results. If therefore the
(21380) 9



friction forces are not correctly represented due to the wrong skin friction
coefficient the pitchm:,  moment  and its manner  of variation are not correctly
represented. This will obviously affect both the trim curves and stability
limits  obtamed  in any test.

The trim curves  themselves  are often dismissed as of secondary
importance, but they have considerable significance in assessing the
acceptability of any stability limits, and also in the selection of the load
on water and attitude ranges to be used for resistance tests on the
appropriate model ofthesame aircraft. In some oases, where laminar  and
transitional flow cover appreciable proportions of the model wetted surface,
the rssultanttotalCf  value may be approximately equal to the corresponding
full scale Cf value, as the turbulent Cf value at high Reynolds Number falls
to the same order as the laminar flow value at much lower Reynolds
Number. O?ieure  1).

The only form of boundary layer control which appears to be
practicable in mcdel  tests,is  to make the whole boundary layer  fully
turbulent. This would result in Cf values very much higher than in the
corresponding full scale case, and is obviously not applicable, but in
general any Cf value below the fully turbulent case would require selective
turbulence simulation over part of the wetted area, and the complexity of
this would make its application to stability testing impracticable.

Simple calculations bas:d on the data of Reference 1 show that an
error of 5C$ in the value of Cf will give an error in the pitohing moment
equivalent to movement of the C.G.  by about 0.03 beams in the worst case,
which occurs at or a little above the hmp speed. Examination of Fig.n.e  1
suggests that errors of more than 3% in C, are unlikely to oocur and the
effect on stability limits and trim curves is not likely to be serious,

6.5. Test Conditions

A further scale effect not referred to earlier is the difference
bet-ween  the completely calm no wind condition of the seaplane tank, and the
actual water and v&d conditions encountered at full scale. Even if
perfectly calm conditions existed full soale  the change of attitude of the
aircraft during a take-off run results in its arriving at any particular
point with some an&z- velocity which does not occurinthe carefully
controlled tank tests or, r.f  it is allowed to occur, the angular velocity
is incorrect as the time history of the take-off is wrongly represented due
to the rapid acceleration of the carriage.

The technique used in the N.A.C.A.  towing  tank is to test at
constant speed with both increasing and decreasing attitudes produced by
steady movement of the model elevator. Difficulties a?.%  obviously to
be encountered in the selection of the rate of elevator movement and no
further allowance for sea conditions can be made by this method.

Full scale conditions usually involve at least a small chop
or swell on the water surface, and where open sea operation is contemplated,
very large long swells are bound to be encountered. It is possible to test
models with various wve systems in the towing tank, but this becomes
extremely laborious and only particular cases of wave  length and height may
be tested, whereas infinite variations of these may be encountered in actual
sea conditions.

The technique  in the R.A&* ;ank has been LO subject the model
to a considerable instantaneous nose do>?n pitching moment, The difficulty
however, is to establish the desirable magnitude of the disturbance. This
is normally defined as the change in attitude produced at the instant of
disturbance.

Reference 14 gives an account of solne  recent work on the subjeot
done in connection with the high length/beax  ratio models being tested in
a current research progranme. It is found in each case that an increase
in the magnitude of disturbance has an inoreasing  effect on ;;he stability
limits until a certain critical disturbance is reached. This disturbance
is very large, but further ancreases  of disturbance produced no further effect
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on stnbilitv whatever. The critical disturbance is however different at
various conditions of speed, attitude, e!.c. The conclusion reached in
Reference 13 is that standardisation  between various model tests can only
be achieved if -his maximum critical disturbance is used in all cases.
This would appear to be representative of the worst possible sea conditions,
and.  ik is be&Wed  to cover anr combination of lsngth  and height of swell
etc. The model test, however, is bound to be pessimistic in that it
assumes no Wind, whereas large swells are normally associated with  at least a
mcderate  wind which generally has a relieving effect, provided the short chop
produced by the wind  is not excsssiYe.

Furthermore,the  established technique of iandmg on water with a
large swell  is ",o alight along the crests so the worst conditions are avoid&
full scale.

6.6. Model  Scnle/FullScale  Data

Examples of model and full scale limits extracted from References
15, 16 and 17 are reproduced in Figures 3 and

?
In both these cases, the

disturbances were ltit:d  to arb~traq  values in general less than the
maximum critical ~1~s)  and the full scale limits are obtained in relatively
calm  water.

The deterioration of model stability with disturbance is clearly
seen, and Figure  Z shows that a 5' disturbance affects the whole of both
upper and lower limits, whereas  an increase to 70 produces further ,'
deterioration in one region only, and negligible effect elsewhere. On first
examination, none of ihe model stabi1i-L.J limits show any direct connection
with the corresponding full scale linuts. A general difference UI attitude
of both limits is noted in the review of previous model and full scale tests
an Reference 18, and occurs in every  knovm  case where comparison has been made.
This difference in attitude affects both trim curves and stability limits,
and in every case the attitudes are higher in the mod.el tests. This maybe
due to the error in pitching moments, due to skin friotion forces referred
to above, and suggests that the Cf value in most model  tests is lower than in
the corresponding full scale case, though, as stated above, available data
indicates this  effect to be too small to produce the disorepancies  shown.
If an allowance is made fort&difference  in angle in examining Figures 3
and 4, the full scale limits would appear to fall between the undisturbed
and disturbed cases.

The foregoing factors suggest that comparison between models may
be made quite reliably from longitudinal stability limiis,  obtained either
with or r?iGhout  applied disturbance, depending whether the full scale
aircraft is required  for sheltered water or open sea operation. This will
permit Lhe selection of the best of a series of models, but prediction
of exact full scale stability characteristics is very difficult and much
depends on the experience and judgement  of the person making the assessment.
It is somewhai  unfortunate that of more recent seaplanes, Mnth fazed steps,
veq few !mw been tested at both model and full scale. The c--ant full
scale tests on ~hc Princess flying boat should help a great deal, as
comprenensive  model  tests were carried out previously, but detailed
investigation of any serious scale effects which  are found,.may prove
impracticable. A special research aircraft used in conjunction with model
tests, would, however, prove much more fruitful in this matter, as
modifications could be made much more  readi1.y both mdel and full scale,
and the necessary instrumentation for the plotiing  of wetted areas,
pressures, forces etc., could be provided.

6.7.  Directional Stability Tests

The remarks in sections 6.f to 6.6 have refer-led  Co longitudinal
slability  tests but most of them are also relevant to directional stability
tests  with sane change in relative importance.

The methhod  of performing these tests is described in Reference 14
and differs in principle from longitudinal stabilit!r tests in that the model
& not left free  in yaw but is constrained anb the sense of'the  yawing
moment  in any position is noted by Lbe observer controlling the model.
(21380) 11



Any errors in the moznt of inertia on JBW,  however large, are
t'lereforeof  no consequence an2 -l'le  resultants of -&he  various steady forcss
and moments arc the only relevant  factors.

The nature of the results 6' direction31 stability tests and
observation  of the associated flow conditions indicate Ihat the mayor
influence is that due to water stioking  to the sideofthe after-body and
';:le rear  part of the fusela ge which occurs in the higher sleed  range when
the model is vawed  a certain amount.

The preueding remarks  in sections 4 and 6.3. arc relevant to
thz case, and suggest  i!mt t'le suctions which result are likely to be
disproporbionately  large at model  scales. %ne addition of breaker strips
(Reference 14) to destro:  these s&.ions  results  in the complete elimination
of .he corresponding  instability. Another case is therefore encountered
where two extrmes  'my be tested ~fl  i!le  model hank with the actual full
scale use lying in betvcen.

The scale effect described LS, however, 0nl.r important  in relation
to the magnitude of the ynv&ng  moi~enis and, as any directional instability is
una cm:> ioble a h .he hq,her  speeds, the angle of yaw at which the effect
occurs is of mjor iaportance.

Ths angle of ,aw nust  depend @marily  on the &ape of the
trough left in the wake of the forebody  and, provided tests are carTied
ouZ at the correct Froude Iiwilber (or velocity coefficient), and no
stickmL  occurs at the main step or forebody chrne, ic 1s unlikely  to be
affected bi anj- scale effects.

A region of instsbility  is found in Lhe low speed or displacement
range, but, as this is Inherent  in floating bodies ai low speeds, and
dieapsears before the hq,'her  speeds are reached, its exact limits are not Of
great &lpotiance.

This low speed instabilltv  is caused aLno& entirely by the
possums acting on the forward  part of the hull and these a" unlikely
to be influenced by any of the known scale effects mentioned above.

The interpretation of directional stability test results is difficult
because no technique for pcrfonning  directly equivalent full scale tests
is available, and ver little  model work has been done previously. The
principal value of the tests is in the comparison of different models and,
provided this is limited to the angles at which stable and unstable equilibria?
is encountered no serious scale effects are known to exist.

The development of appropriate  full scale tests is desirable,
but they would of necessity be veq ljltited  in stop compared with the model
tests.

7. DEXXJSSION 02 XBISTANCZ  TGTS

Inrsslstance  testing t:le  values of the forces and moments  are the
items of interest and Ine dynarmc  properties of the model are completely
irrelevant. It is also iannaterzal whether the forces and moments conduce
to stability or instability. In this case correction of the results for
known  scale effects is possible after oom$etion  of testing, provided the
a&e1 and full scale conditions are accurately known.

7.1. Pl2nti-q  Porces

Most of the remarks in section 6.3, in connection with planing
forces, apply cqaally well to resistance tests as to stability. The main
conclusion is thatplantig forces are subject to scale effects only where flow
oonditions  arc nffected  by the question of whether or not break away occurs
at any px+.ctilar point. Such an effect will  produce errors in the
planing lift, pitchmg moment  and drag (due mainly to change in wetted area).
1t may, therefore, be necessary  to use breaker strips at the main step, or
in equvalent  positions where extreme fainngs  are used, if the suggested
scale effect on break away  IS found to be of serious consequence.
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7.2.  Friction Fortes

!Che  p-rincipnl scale effect found in resistance testlne  is due to
the Reynolds Number effect on skin friction forces, and is discussed in detail
in section 3.1, where :he conclusion is reached that the stimulation of
tv?bulence  ovor I-he whole planm~ surface 1s the only practicable method
whereby an exact knowledge of boundary layer condilions  on the model can be
achievedo

It is also neoessaq  to know the corresponding full scale conditions
as well. It is fairly ~~11  established Chat the flow conditions are
virtually fully turbulent but surface irregularities  on the planing bottcm
(plating joints, rivets, etc*)  must also  add to the total drag a little. A
common pmctzce  in ship work is 'co add an incre,nent of 0.0004 to the Cf value
to be used. This is dealt with in Referonce  7 where it is shown that 0.0004
isingenezalanover-est&ztte,  but it is clear that an accurate correction
requires much more full scale data than is at present available in either
ship or seaplane work.

The u3~~11  practice of presenting test results in the form of
non-dimensrcnal parerneters is convenient ~tl ~nany %ays,  but veq misleading
if it is not made clear at what scale the particular values are applicable,
It is also neccssaq to pennit change to any other scale to be made. For
instance, the practice of indicating drag a.3 E~makes correct5,on~,ibr
ReyncLis  Number impossible. It would seem m&e logical to separate the
pressure and friction drag components at model scale and present them
separaiely,  i.e*

R=Rp+% (e)
where Rp =pressure  drag

Rf = friction drag

!Che  pressure drag can conveniently be presented as DRAbut-the--- -
fricticol dmg cannot be so simply treated. One possible n&hod  of
presentation is to indicate friction drag in the following form.

(f)

where  b = the model beam

bl SI the full scale beam

and y = a constant
3

Tne l,lcdel  results would then be presented as plots ofhf
by

This is based on the method of scaling up suggested by Gruson in
Reference 19, and a&in  described .in Reference 20. It is here assumed that
the Cf/I+I  line for turbulent flow approximates to Cf - k (RN)x  typical
values of the constants giving Cf = 0,072 (FN)du.2  for the range of Reynolds
Numbers 105 to 5 x 307.

A comparison with the Schoenherr line over the range Id to 101~

saests that the constants should be approximately OoO&2 (EW) -0.16 though
the comparison at the higher Reynolds Numbers is very much open to question,
due to lack of data. If only  mcdel  scales were  concerned, ihe earlier set
of values v~0da  be  the best mean0 (Figure I).
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(h)
whence df x r -0.2

The error in value of 2 due to the uncertadnty in the value
%I

of x is rather large and more full scale data is required to find an
approprrate  value*

!Che  value of 2-7 will be used hereafter as it is known to be
reasonably accurate over the range where most data 1s available, ezQression (f)
thereforebecomes Fp= >ff P*'.

11
The data  which it is then recessari co

Rp %present to permit scsllng  up to any scale Include  ~ and -b 9.7

Corrections to pito.hin:;  moment based on Reynolds Number are also
required if great accuracy is needed. Good estimates can be made if the
effective moment arm of the drag forces about the mcdel C.GO can be esttited.
This  arm is relatively small and the correction  should mrely be large.

Most of the scale effects previously ,llentioned  will have scme
effects on the apparent lift of the planing surface, due to Its inclination
to the horizontal but, in general, these effects till  be negligible, and no
useful purpose will be served by discussing them in detail until most of the
more important factors referred to above have been established by accurate
model  and full scale tests  over considerable ranges.

All the foregoing remarks concerning pressures and forces indicate
that  correction for scale effects 1s relatively straightforvwrd  provided
L.he  model scale conditions  are knoxn  with sufficzent  accuracy, and it is to
this end that mediate  work needs to be directed though accurate data at at
least two tidely different  scales on a typical aircraft i3 requi~d  to verify
scme of the assumptions made.

Previous tests are of very little use in this matter as none of
those of which  the results are available  in sufficient detail were performed
wzth controlled boundary layer conditions. The most recent work on this is
reported in Xeference  21 which is an attempt to apply the metiiod  outlined. in
Reference 1 to a small high speed flying boat0 The results, while shon5ng
fair correlation over certain limited ranges have a scatter of up to
2 2% of the total drag when the whsle  range of tests 18 considered.

The need for a systematic model scale investigation m thus subject
is appure:.:;, the main  requirement being that all the variables rer,ulrAr6;
investigatz.on  are mtroduced  and investigated individually0 Firstly control
of the boundary layer to give fully turbulent flow with negligible drag from
the turbulence st~nulator  must be developed on models with no pressure effects
present, The next step is to introduce  typical pressure gradients to a flat
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model  (with effeciivelxr all parallel flow) and finally to proceed to a typical
vee wedge. !Che  eveniual  apgllcation  to actual seaplane models cannot be
discussed profitably until the above work is done.

8. CONCLUSIONS

8.1. Longitudinal stability tests

The only scale effect likely to cause serious error when calm water
stability is considered is Lhat connected with the "sticking" of flow round
corners such as occur at the step with extreme fairings  etc. This scale
effect is likely to arise from  the incorrect scale atmospheric pressure
and possibly fmm surface tension effects. Break away can be enforced at
model scale but model tests till  not show what will happen at full scale.
Full scale data wish extreme fnirings  is essential.

It is not practicable to do systematic rough water iests in the
seaplane tank but lhe r,Jui;h  water stalxilily cl different models lxty  be
ccngmred  by the "maximum disturbance" technique. Prediction of full scale
rough water stability from tank tests is almost impossible at present and
much more full scale data is essential to permit model  stability tests to be
interpreted properly.

8.2. Directional stability tests

If the tests are limited to estabiishing  the angles at which
stable or unstable equilibrxum  occurs,large  scale effect errors are not likely
to arise. If the magnitudes of the yawing moments  are required large errcrs
are to be expected, mainly due to atmospheric pressure effects,,

8.3. Resistance tests

Tie major scale effect in resistance tests is due to the
Reynolds Num.~er  effect cn skin friction. Accurate correction of test results
requires8-

(a ) an exact knowledge of the !.cundary  layer conditions which can be
best achieved by causing turbulent flow to exist ever  the whole
wetted area,

(b) allowance for :ha difference between ihe mean velocity of flow at
the male1  surface and the free stream velocity,

(c) allowance for deviation of the direction of flow from the normally
assumed path (parallel to the keel) and the entry of fresh water
into the boundary  layer at the keel,

The conclusions relating to sticking duriil::  longitudinal stabJity
tests (section 8.1.) also apply to resistance tests as the whole flow pattern
on the afterbcily is affected.

The present ,nethcd  of non-dimensional presentation of results while
generally convenient. can be misleading,  where  scale effects occur and needs
further development from this point of view.

Medium and/or full scale data of high accuracy is needed in order
to verify tho accuracy of model tests.
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LIST OF SYMBOIS

n = scale of linear  dimension

e q scale of velocity

b = beam of seaplane or ~mdel

v = meauvelocity  of flow

V = free stream veloolty  or velocity  of seaplane or r&e1

Cf = coefficient of &in frlctlon

Dt = total drag

Df q friction.  drag

Dt', Df', etc. refer to a secod.  scale

E = pressure

Pv = vapour  pressure

L = a charactermtlc  length
VLRI4 = Reynolds ZU-ber = y

S = wetted area

a = keel  attitude  relative to the still water  surface

B = deadrue angle

y q surface tensmn

p = density

7.☺ = coclfficient of ICinematlc viscosity

a = the load on water
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TWXE OF SCALING FACTQRS  KIR DYNAiW2 SIMILAHITY
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TABLE:  i (C odd. )

guantity

Radius of
gyration (k)

hnent of
inertia (I)

Beam loading =
E wt'Ao -Nb3

Velocity
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